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Abstract

This manuscript proposes, justifies and reports tests of the chemically-relevent left

Fukui function of Li, C and F on a range of density functional approximations. Analysis

indicates that functionals can be good at densities and bad at Fukui functions, and vice

versa, analogous with energies and ionisation potentials. “TPSSh”, “SOGGA11X” and

“B2PLYP” are star performers on both, however. Many “Minnesota functionals” fare

much better here than in a recent analysis of electron densities. In this context, new

optimizing strategies are mentioned.

Density functional theory1,2 (DFT) has shown outstanding success in chemistry and

physics over the past three decades. Modern codes and density functional approximations

(DFAs) have made DFT modelling an important supplement to experiments and funda-

mental theory across many areas of chemistry and physics. It is fair to say that DFT has

transformed quantitative understanding of chemical systems by making calculation of their

energetics both possible and reliable.

However, this success has led DFT to evolve into a myriad of forms. The number of

available “functionals” (DFAs) has grown alongside the number of applications of DFT. DFAs
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could be said to have evolved into two (overlapping) families: constrained approaches which

obey increasing numbers of exact conditions, and (semi-)empirical approaches which are fit

to large numbers of test cases. The number of inputs has also grown,3 from approximations

based on the density n (LDAs) only, to including its gradient (GGAs), the exchange energy

(hybrids, range-separated hybrids), and the kinetic energy density (meta-GGAs).

Consequently, users can now choose from a long list of approximations, or even a contin-

uum when approaches with free parameters are thrown into the mix. For meaningful results

users must thus choose an appropriate approximation when carrying out their modelling.

But how should an approximation be chosen? Which approximation is best?

The above (and titular) questions, of course, lack clear answers. The relative “good”ness

of different approximations can be determined according to numerous metrics. Most com-

monly they are rated on how well they perform for energy differences within chemical or

material science problems (e.g. for reaction energies or atomization energies); sometimes

balanced against their numerical cost (LDAs and GGAs are usually faster than meta-GGAs

and much faster than hybrids). But DFAs are sometimes chosen for other reasons, like

accurate prediction of band-structures.4,5

A recent manuscript6 adopted a novel approach to the question. The authors tested

128 density functional approximations on their ability to closely reproduce the density of 14

atoms and cations with 2, 4 and 10 electrons. Accurate density benchmarks were obtained

using CCSD theory and compared to densities obtained self-consistently using approxima-

tions. Their core conclusion was rather shocking: modern “empirical” approximations that

are optimized on energies in real systems can yield densities that are signficantly worse than

approaches that are based on semi-homogenous electron gases. Given that DFT uses the

density as the basic variable, this might be viewed as an alarming finding. [Although we

note recent comments by Kepp,7 and response by Medvedev et al .8]

As shall be argued below, however, that study had two fundamental methodological

biases that may have skewed it towards a certain class of density functional approximations.
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Its applicability to actual chemical problems is thus questionable, as is the relevance of its

conclusions.

To enable a fairer analysis, this manuscript first identifies, and seeks to address these

methodological biases to provide a chemically relevant metric for different approximations

(DFAs). Then, results are reported for a number of modern functionals tested using the new

metric. Finally, conclusions are drawn.

Bias 1 : Medvedev et al 6 tested 14 closed shell atoms and (up to 8+) cations with 2, 4

and 10 electrons. But closed shell atoms have relatively simple quantum physics compared

to open shell atoms and molecules. On the one hand, their electrons are bound tightly

to the nucleus even in the neutral atoms (except Be), and especially in the cations, as

evidenced by their high ionization potentials. This did not present a problem for Medvedev

et al 6 whose work/philosophy focused on the ability of DFAs to reproduce atomic density

“norms”, as elaborated in their later response to Kepp.8 However, the selection does bias

results to the high-density limit where certain functionals (e.g., PBE,9 or TPSS10) which

include many limiting constraints on properties are designed to behave well.11 On the other

hand, the atoms are in high symmetry states. “Empirical” approximations that are optimized

to reproduce global energy properties (e.g., the Minnesota functionals), including binding

energies, may not fully showcase their virtues in closed-shell atoms and cations. Analysis

was therefore skewed to favour “non-empirical” approaches constrained and/or optimized to

the appropriate limit(s).

Solution 1 : Rather than a largely chemically-irrelevant set of closed-shell atoms and

cations, with consequent biases, this work focuses on open-shell atoms Li, C and F. These

three atoms provide good benchmarks for chemical reactions. Li and F serve as exemplar

electron donors and receptors respectively. C is the most abundant element in chemistry

and is thus the element most likely to dominate in optimizations over molecular properties.

Furthermore, high quality reference density data (parametrised from quantum-monte Carlo

data using exact constraints) is available12 for all three atoms and their singly positive cations.
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Thus chemically-relevant density differences (the Fukui function, see below) can be tested

for the three elements to study the important electron binding physics captured by DFAs.
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Figure 1: The Fukui function f− is comparable to the difference ∆nEmb. between a free atom
density and an embedded (in CH4/CF4) atom density, highlighting its chemical importance.
This is in contrast to the total density.

Bias 2 : Previous analysis tested absolute densities, including bonding and core regions.

But it is well known that DFAs typically give better energy differences than absolute energies.

Indeed modern functionals are often optimized13–15 for this purpose. When it comes to den-

sities, one might expect a similar relationship to hold. In particular, optimized approaches

might be expected to favour accurate reproduction of binding regions, at the sacrifice of ac-

curate densities for the largely unimportant nuclear region of constituent parts of molecules.

This crucial distinction cannot be captured when only absolute densities are analysed, as

done by Medvedev et al. Especially not when core contributions are further amplified by the

inclusion of gradients and Laplacians of the density in tests (see Section IA of the Supporting

Information for further details).

Solution 2 : This work focuses on the ability of DFAs to reproduce density differences :

specifically, their ability to reproduce the chemically-relevant Fukui function f−(r) = natom(r)−

ncation+(r) [see Eqn. 3], which is typically similar to16 (but not the same as, see also Support-

ing Information) the density of the frontier orbital from DFT obtained from Kohn-Sham2

or generalized Kohn-Sham17 theory. It also excludes gradients and Laplacians to avoid bias

to core regions. Not only is the Fukui function more in keeping with the spirit of most

applications of DFT; but it tests the ability of approximations to reproduce properties of
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similar systems with locally different numbers of electrons and is thus more broadly relevant

to chemistry.

The importance of using the Fukui function18 is highlighted in Figure 1, where the density

change ∆nEmb.(r) of a C atom embedded in CH4 and CF4 is compared to the exact radially

averaged Fukui function

f−(r) =

∫
dr̂

4πr2

[
natom(r)− ncation+(r)

]
. (1)

Here vector r is defined relative to the C nucleus. ∆nEmb.(r) is the radial average of the

Hirshfeld partitioned19 C atom in CH4/CF4 (using B3LYP20) minus its free atom equivalent.

It is clear that the Fukui function, unlike the density, is dominant in precisely the regions

where the density changes from embedding are dominant – and is thus a good measure of

chemical changes to the density. The Fukui function is able to capture some of the physics

involved in bonding using only atomic/ionic properties. It thus avoids the “understood but

uncontrollable error cancellation”6 that makes analysis of molecules difficult.

Analysis : Now that biases have been identified in previous analytic techniques, and

techniques have been proposed that avoid them, it is possible to investigate the quality of a

number different DFAs. The test set includes 37 popular functionals available in Gaussian 16.

It focuses on approaches of the “Minnesota family”21 as these are typically more “empirical”

(in the sense that they are heavily parametrised) and were identified as problematic in

previous work.6 A full list of DFAs is included in the supplementary material, along with

Gaussian keywords and references. Some DFAs were difficult (M11L, SOGGA11, MN12SX)

or impossible (MN12L) to converge for atomic Li. Caution is thus recommended for using

these functionals outside their suggested domain (see also Supporting Information).

The analysis uses the following metrics for errors in the density and Fukui function,
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Figure 2: Error in the Fukui function versus errors in the density for C (top). Dotted lines
indicate the median on each axis. Minnesota functionals are shown as circles, LDA, PBE,
B3LYP and HSE06 are squares, other functionals are triangles. Only the best and worst
DFAs on both metrics are labelled. Also (bottom), errors in the density n(r) compared
with errors in the Fukui function f−(r) for exemplar balanced (TPSS - OK n and f−),
density-skewed (N12 - OK n, poor f−) and Fukui-skewed (MN15L - OK f−, poor n) DFAs.

respectively

Err[Dens]2 ∝4π

∫
[nDFA(r)− n(r)]2r2dr, (2)

Err[Fukui]2 ∝4π

∫
[f−

DFA(r)− f−(r)]2r2dr. (3)

Also used are errors in the energy Err[En] ∝ |Eatom
DFA − Eatom| and ionization potential

Err[IP] ∝ |Eatom
DFA −Ecation+

DFA −Eatom+Ecation+|. For comparison purposes, values are scaled by

their median (on all tested DFAs) for each species and metric, so that they are appropriately

normalized.

Figure 2 (top) shows one of the most important results from this study: approximations
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that are good at densities are not necessarily good at getting density differences (Fukui func-

tions) and vice versa. Indeed the lower left quadrant (good Fukui functions and densities)

is almost empty, except near the median. Simultaneous satisfaction of both densities and

their differences is clearly difficult.

This means that poor reproduction of atomic densities (in which errors in core contribu-

tions will typically dominate over errors in frontier contributions) does not necessarily lead

to poor reproduction of the Fukui function (which is instead dominated by frontier contri-

butions), even though both are density-like quantities that one might expect to be similarly

treated by an approximation. There is an analogy to this situation, however – making a

fitting approximation to a function. The ideal is to have a fit that works everywhere. But

in practice one often employs a fit that is valid in a given regime, such as for small or large

values of the input parameter. It is possible that the lack of apparent correlations between

(core) densities and Fukui functions points to a similar regime selection in the DFAs, with

some doing better in the core regime, and others in the frontier regime.

Integrated metrics can hide details, however. To provided a more detailed perspective

on behaviours, Figure 2 (bottom) shows the Fukui function under three selected exemplar

approximations, and the respective errors in the Fukui function and density for the same

DFAs. The DFAs include a case (TPSS) that gave a decent Fukui function and good density,

a density-skewed case (N12) that gave a decent density but poor Fukui function, and a Fukui-

skewed case (MN15L) that gave a good Fukui function but poor density. Note that MN15L

correctly captures the near-core (r ≈ 1 bohr) behaviour in f− much better than the other

two DFAs, leading to its strong success on that measure. This brings home the delicate

balancing act in densities – MN15L is the worst performer of the three for densities in this

same region.

To provide insight into how different metrics relate to one another, Figure 3 shows errors

in the ionization potential versus errors in the Fukui function. One might expect that im-

proving density differences (Fukui functions) might also lead to improved energy differences
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Figure 3: Errors in ionization potentials versus errors in Fukui functions for C (left), and
averaged (right) across Li, C and F. Dotted lines indicate the median on each axis. Red lines
indicate fits on selected Minnesota DFAs.

(IPs). Such a result will show in this plot as a straight line behaviour.

Indeed the empirically optimized Minnesota functionals M05, M052X, M06, M06L, M06HF,

N12, N12SX, MN15 and MN15L (not all labeled - we exclude methods that were difficult

to converge from this list, and leave off the outlier cases M062X and SOGGA11X) do al-

most form a line in the average plot, and follow the same trend in the C plot, albeit with

more noise. This suggests that, for that family of approximations at least, the IP and Fukui

function are related, and perhaps hints at strategies to improve future approximations.

By contrast, there seems to be little correlation between Fukui errors and IP errors overall.

This may indicate that strict limiting criteria improve densities and energies together, as

suggested in previous analysis.6 But that they are less good at improving differences. This

conclusion also fits with previous results11 on atoms showing that PBE9 (as an exemplar

functional designed around various density limits) captures closed-shell atomic physics much

better than open-shell physics.

Finally, the “star performers” in the analysis are clearly the optimized SOGGA11X,22

the hybrid-meta-GGA TPSSh,23 and double-hybrid B2PLYP24 (although readers are advised

to read the cautionary note about B2PLYP in the Supporting Information before drawing

conclusions), all of which are constructed according to various exact constraints. Their
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Table 1: Ranks of star performer DFAs.

DFA Dens. rank. Fuk. rank.
C Avg. C Avg.

B2PLYP 3 1 14 6

TPSSh 2 2 19 11

SOGGA11X 29 27 1 1

rankings on different species and metrics are shown in Table 1, highlighting their broad

success in getting densities and/or Fukui functions in chemically-relevant cases. TPSSh was

also a high achiever in prior work,6 indicating its high overall quality. But SOGGA11X was

on neither the naughty nor nice list, previously, and its non-hybrid counterpart SOGGA11

is one of the worst performers here for both densities and Fukui functions. It is worth

noting that SOGGA11X achieves its success through an outstanding performance on the

Fukui function for Li and C. Taking its maximum normalised error (from F) relegates it to

a mid-range performer, more in line with previous results.

To summarise, this manuscript reports an analytic approach which aims to provide a

chemically-relevant test of DFAs’ ability to reproduce electron densities. Rather than testing

chemically-irrelevant closed-shell atoms and ions this work focuses on Li, C (especially) and

F, atoms which are involved in or exemplify many reactions. Rather than straight densities

and their derivatives, tests are reported for left Fukui functions, a conceptual model for

bonding physics based on density differences. Thus, the analysis is likely to identify successes

and problems for actual chemical systems.

Correlations between the quality of densities and Fukui functions are shown to be weak,

including in the all important C atom. In some cases methods give excellent densities but

mediocre Fukui functions. In other cases the opposite occurs. This is consistent with the

result recently reported by Brorsen et al 25 that “[some of the] weakest performing function-

als for predicting atomic densities, [...] perform significantly better than expected for the

computation of diatomic densities”. Neither correlates strongly with energies overall. Three

star performers are found – TPSSh, SOGGA11X and B2PLYP. These approximations give
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exceptional densities and/or Fukui functions, suggesting that they correctly capture densities

in the core and frontier regimes.

Many of the highly-parameterised Minnesota functionals are shown here to perform well,

in contrast to previous analysis.6 This likely reflects a tendency of parametrisation to improve

frontier density differences, sometimes at the expense of core densities. This is exemplified

by the functional MN15L on C, which has only moderate success at reproducing the den-

sity but captures the Fukui function very well. Correlations between quality of energy and

density differences also suggest that optimization strategies might be improved by consid-

ering chemically relevant density differences. This might be a good compromise between

unconstrained fitting, and flexibility.

This work thus vindicates, to some degree, the strategy of semi-empirical optimization.

Although the star performance of SOGGA11X also highlights the importance of exact con-

straints. The author agrees with the argument that good functionals should aim for good

energies and densities. But is a method that sacrifices unimportant core densities but cap-

tures chemically important density differences “straying from the path towards the exact

functional”6? Or just taking an efficient shortcut? This work supports the latter perspec-

tive.
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